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Architect Riken Yamamoto was born in Beijing, People’s Republic of China and
relocated to Yokohama, Japan shortly after the end of World War II.  
Negotiating a balance between public and private dimensions from childhood,
he lived in a home that was modeled after a traditional Japanese machiya,
with his mother’s pharmacy in the front and their living area in the rear.

PRITZKER PRIZE 

ARCHITECT RIKEN YAMAMOTO
Japanese architect Riken Yamamoto has been awarded the Pritzker Prize
Award 2024
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BUCOLIC SERENITY

The idea was to stitch the house (the Man) with the three attributes- the huge
towering mountain, the sun rising, and the moon. This led to a sacred knot - a
Triskelion geometry for the house. This geometrical system gives the house
more surface area, giving a maximum 360-degree view of the surrounding
mountains. The dwelling serves as a country home for Mr. Alreja and his family,
who primarily live in Mumbai. The 20-acre site is situated at the foothill of
Matheran Hills. The site drops 110 feet from the top of the drive to the water
edge. This countryside farmhouse consists of a six- -bedded house, surrounded
by a common retro, glamping area, swimming pool, service block, staff
quarters, water reservoir, a large meadow, sacred groove, and wild, untouched
woods on the clift till the river edge. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

BUCOLIC SERENITY

Mountain Dust, a country home designed by Architect Mahesh Naik is based
on a squarish and triangular grid, forming a Triskelion geometrical system
balanced by the landscape’s circular geometry
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Bathrooms have become the home’s private sanctum: a refuge with an
increasingly personal design, carefully planned to fit in with prevailing trends
and personal tastes and lifestyles. The brand is a specialist in the design and
development of bespoke one-of-a-kind signature tiles. With its 20 years’
experience in tiles for material specifiers, it is present in 90 countries
worldwide.

Bathrooms for 2024!

WOW Design presents a selection of unique trend-setting designs for the
bathroom, created with its signature collections, with all the proud
authenticity of ceramic tiles

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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